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This is a 3 CR podcast, produced in the studios of independent community radio Station 3 CR in 
Melbourne, Australia, go to all the ws Dot 3 CR dot org dot a u 
 
Panoply panorama panpipe pansy aha pansexual: knowing no boundaries of sex or gender, sound 
interesting? Then join Sally on Sundays at noon for out of the pan. All those gender questions making you 
think too hard? Whether it's transgender bisexual polyamorous or beyond will throw those questions into 
the pan and cook up the answers for you. So go on push that gender envelope. Only on 3 CR 855 am 
digital and 3 CR dot org Dot au. 
 
3 CR 855 am 3 CR Digital 3, CR dot org dot a. You 3 CR on demand out of the pan with Sally first 
broadcasting noon through one every Sunday afternoon. Thanks for your company. 3 CR, proudly 
broadcasts from the lands of the cool and Nations and the overlap of the Bunnerong and Wurundjeri 
peoples, and we pay respects to elders past present and emerging. 
 
Hello to any Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people tuning in from any of the lands on this big island 
and surrounding smaller ones, First Nations people from all over the world, welcome to you too. And we 
acknowledge that all the lands or on this big island and most of the surrounding smaller ones were stolen 
and never seeded. And that reconciliation is very much an ongoing process in which we all play our 
appropriate part, I'm Sally Goldman 
 
I use the pronouns she and her and it is awesome to be with you on out of the pan a show covering 
pansexual issues knowing no boundaries of sex gender or possibly musical genre today and there's lots 
of ways to get in touch with out of the pan. There's email out of the pan 855 at gmail.com you can SMS 6 
1 4 5 6 7 5 1215. You can't 
 
Eat and Instagram at sell gold said, so, and you can now also blue sky. But some somewhere today, the 
mastodons have fallen off the computer, no matter what I type in, it's not coming up so no mastodons 
today. Not sure what's going on there, actually, the hopefully, the website has just come up. It just has. 
There you go. Not sure what's going on there. Me and Technology. Well, I'm going to touch on that in a 
second age, brackets. And what age can do, 
 
Seriously it's so we've got all for now. Let's go through them again where you can get to at Sal gold said 
so and my create your own bottom line. You can do it on Mastered on Twitter on Instagram and on Blue 
Sky, which is apparently the sort of version of Twitter that I think Jack Dorsey & Co has started, which is 
sort of a cross with mastodons. And if you're wanting any more on technology and 
 
Software. Don't ask me and you can also look on Facebook which is so old-school Now, isn't it? But that's 
me. I'm going to talk about that to out of the pan 3. CR 855 am Melbourne and my page on Facebook, 
Sally Gardner. Am you can also snail mail. Can't read it out today. Australia poster, pretty good, ninety-
three percent plus, but they're not going to get it to me within the hour. I don't think PO Box 12 
 
277 Collingwood 3066. Remember any opinions expressed on the program on my own and not, those of 
any organization with which I am or have been Associated? Don't think that's going to be too many 
content notes today, so I'll read them out if need and opened up today with John Farnham, in days to 
come. I think that's one of his most underrated songs. I just think it's so beautifully written and so powerful 
and they're sort of gospel type, huh? 
 
Please do it for me. And well I'm decided to open with that one today because sometimes you wonder 
what's going to happen in the days to come, not because things, perhaps beyond your control, but 
wonder where your own life is. And it's something that I do reflect on in at times as someone, who is older 
and, you know, sort of, when I look at the whole context my life as well, and it I'm reminded of this 
because of 
 
Something that happened to me last night and today, it's only 9 minutes and 13 seconds before I 
mentioned wrestling. Now, why do I mention this as a little bitty kid to quite a child say that in an 



Oklahoman accent to quote, to honor Jim Ross. Legendary commentator as a little, bitty kid, I did grow up 
watching world championship wrestling in Australia, North WCW in America and that's a different era and 
love the 
 
I am loved loved it and was fascinated by it for whatever it was. And and and it fell away ended in 1978 at 
age 13. I just got rid of Jewish Sunday, school and six weeks later. They thought. Finally, I'll be able to 
watch the wrestling and then they took off boo, he's not appropriate at all bad. Programming Channel. 9 is 
much as World Series cricket was all right, it still wasn't the right thing, and lost track of it. Well, 
 
Resting as it was then. Federation later to become entertainment, came back on Channel 10 in the 1985 
at the time of the first WrestleMania. And then I lost that one off TV and I lost track of resting. Again, I 
couldn't afford the early Cable in that was around in Australia in the 90s. Don't think too many people. I 
don't know how people afford it and lost track of wrestling for a long time because of course, in or not, of 
course, in 1995 was, when I first heard the word, 
 
As it was then transgender and 
 
At that point obviously my mind became occupied with finding my authentic self first in gender identity 
then. Sexuality, then completing gender identity in their narrow Divergence and other things and kind of 
firm. What about things. And then one day in 2002, one night bored at home, I went down to something 
and may they rest in peace. Eight video store, later to become DVD stores and then later to disappear off 
the 
 
Face of the Earth and going to cyberspace with net streaming. I suppose and things like the WWE 
Network and others. But anyway, I wandered down to a video store and there was SummerSlam 2002 
and wrestling reconnected and I went a few times during the naughties and the tens. And then gradually 
met lgbtiq a plus fans in wrestling but it's still in the particularly in the naughty seemed to be a very much 
oh thing. 
 
Ng and thank you. Kayla Nehemiah. Mastodon has been D extinct. If I'd like my connection to wrestling, 
it's bat-eared bad back. Why am I saying? All this will come to it in a minute. There is a point to the story. 
The moral of the story and gradually reconnected and but didn't really reconnect with the local wrestling 
scene until post pandemic. And I'm going to give, thanks to my friend. Chris, who took me? Bought me a 
ticket to Melbourne City race. 
 
About 18 months ago and along our went and Chris unfortunately, couldn't make it that first night due to 
the due to covert and did the right thing and stayed home and off. I went alone bit nerve-racking because 
my memories of wrestling growing up in this is the important thing here. Where have to use the language 
of this program cisgender men and very muscly and they soon must they must have been very athletic to 
do all that stuff which you do have to be. Of course, 
 
I'm going to come to that. So there is this story is building the Fort Pickens anyway and much to my 
happy surprise five minutes before. The start of the show, there was a clip of wrestlers going. This is a 
safe place, will have no nonsense. Any harassment report it to our staff. Yay, which is really cool. And 
then up comes a slide. This show has been performed on the land of the coordinations and so things 
have changed but it can take a long time to realize that and 
 
Two more and more events last year and more this year and I'm going to more and more again. Because 
if you follow me on social media, PT, you know, if you follow me on social media that you worked out, that 
I've actually got involved with a small promotion and I'm hoping to sort of do things like commentary and 
ring announcing and things like that. Yeah, I'm still to work through with the psychiatrist, my issues of 
microphone attachment 
 
And why am I mentioning all this will last night. If you feeling wondering, if you thinking that voice is a bit 
husky today, yes, I cheated myself inside out for lots of reasons at an event, put on by another great 
promotion, Renegades of wrestling. Now, amazing stuff, it's not for everyone granted, but I had a ball, but 



as I've gone to more events, I've just found that people wrestling fans are like a big tribe and they don't 
care really who else who you are. If you respect wrestling, that's the cool thing. And if 
 
We're respectful person. Great which isn't that what we all want? I suppose and it got me thinking about 
being your whole self because last night on the show were two wrestlers from America, Renegades of 
wrestling versus Game Changer wrestling. And their wrestler names are Ali catch Ka TCH Ali catch and 
Fe and both of whom are queer and who bring that into their outfits and their performance. 
 
And open about it. And there was a whole heap of merchandise tables. Merch tables to use the highly 
technical term of wrestling, but the Queue at theirs was the longest and people with rainbow flags. And if 
you look on my Facebook page this morning and I'll get it on to the other media as soon as there's a 
picture of me with them and I know it's a said yeah, look I found resting to be very positive but in a way I 
haven't had to talk. 
 
Bat, gender or sexuality on me with whatever I bring. And that's cool. Isn't that what we want? But I can't 
help feeling the most connected. I felt in sort of mind, body, and spirit in my entire life. After last night, I'm 
still floating down off a big high. And I've got me thinking that if you've got some, you know, what Britt, 
what really gets your authentic self going. If you identify as part of lgbtiq, i+ or Allied, what is it that mean 
brings you to? 
 
Together as the whole person where you are, you know, sort of mind, body and spirit are all rocking it 
together. I'd just be curious to note because this really was just very moving last night, it was an amazing 
show not without its wrestling moments in a serious way. And it just goes to show that. I say this very 
seriously do not try it at home. There was a situation last night where something just went a bit of missile 
though. Everyone is fine. Physically particularly one competitor but 
 
Some seriously, it was just an incredible feeling to bring two bits of me that I love and one that I lost and 
one that has been lost in the last couple of years, which I'm going to talk about in the next segment which 
may need a Content node. So yeah, what happens when you sort of put two and two together, the X 
accountant in me says can it be 5 will find out. Anyway let's have a listen after opening up with John 
Farnham. 
 
To The Who and well, if you can be your authentic self. You you better, you better. You 
 
He's coming in a bitch. I've got some technical issues today, which is annoying. 
 
Try again, 3 CR 855 am 3 CR Digital 3, CR dot org dot. Are you 3 CR on demand out of the pan with 
Sally? 
 
3, CR programs, provide information and Analysis. You won't hear in a mainstream die will be looking at 
the legacy of the US war on Vietnam, on liars. And as far as corporate capitalism is concerned, it is the 
worst political and economic system that you can have Lord about galing. Refugees and Asylum, Seekers 
are so. Well crap. Sex is not a relevant and we like, who we are but we don't have to be imprisoned by 
 
Kenda become a subscriber today. Call us on 94 1983 double seven or visit. 3ci dot org dot, Tau 3 CR, 
the voice of dissent. 
 
Slacker Radio. 
 
Say goodbye to the work week with Jordan and Tilda. 
 
Auntie work. 
 
Anti-poverty anti-fascist. 
 
Pro-worker pro-union. 



 
Pro Guitar. 
 
5:30 p.m. every first and third Friday of the month live on 3 CR Community radio. 
 
3 CR 855 am 3 CR Digital 3, CR dot org, dot Tau 3 CR on demand out of the pan with Sally first 
broadcasting known through one every Sunday afternoon. Thanks for your company. And we're talking 
today bit about the authentic self and what that might mean it could obviously could mean slightly different 
things about 8 billion ways because we're all unique and is Oscar Wilde said 
 
And be yourself. Everyone else is taken or something like that, and you've got to find it. Sometimes you 
don't get to it immediately. And this comes in two parts, it's sort of your percent parts of your identity such 
as gender identity. Sexuality, neurodivergent is for myself, and, for other people, it could be that, maybe 
they can't be there, don't feel safe to be their cultural background, or their faith given who they are, and 
where they are, and that's an important factor. And the other part then is, what 
 
You know, you want to do with your time, you know, it seems like is your career, a part of your identity. I 
mean, obviously there's overlap, we don't believe in binaries on this program, but it can take a long time 
before you get to your authentic self. And if you're an older queer, which I am, as I was sort of big energy 
hint at in the first segment, it can, and to bring all the parts together. It's quite enormous. And as I say last 
night at the event, put on, by Renegades of rest. 
 
They were two wonderful queer wrestlers on Ellie catch and Fe and just to meet them and see them and 
see some of the stuff they did in their matches, along with other competitors who are all up for it quite just 
quite amazing. I just haven't felt that way in a while. I've been unfortunately, due to some issues within the 
queer Community. One part there in feeling a little bit. 
 
It whilst I'm okay about how am I felt disconnected from community. And to get both parts together last 
night. Thanks to those two. People was, was I don't for once. There's a radio commentator, I'm trying hard 
to find words. And they're not quite there because it's still processing. It's was quite remarkable. As I said, 
a lot of queer. People felt the same huge queues for their merchandise. I now have a fan that says 
wrestling is gay, which will be very useful. 
 
Full in the summer as we head up towards it. Is warming up, thankfully here in nah. So that's really really 
welcome. But, you know, it's also, you know, you has to be safe to be your authentic self, and sometimes 
you can't be, and sometimes it takes ages to find all the parts of your authentic self if they get buried, if 
you are someone who's older and, you know, you life went effectively through no fault of your own off. 
Course, it's can be 
 
Occult to get it back on course, and sort of dig through the layers that were piled on top of the gold, so to 
speak and what was shoved on top. So, welcome your thoughts on that, you know, sort of what is it that 
makes you feel authentic, you know, in terms of yourself and, you know, sort of that in all parts. Let's go 
on with some other news quickly in 
 
Ninth time, this one from Star Observer and I find this, you know, there's a couple of issues in this story 
and this is where I'll raise content note for sure. Because we do have to mention in my opinion, 
transphobic attitudes. This one, the headline, if you're looking for it, I'll type the headline into the podcast 
link podcast, but I won't put the link in August 21st. So earlier in 
 
The week Melbourne and on this is where I say content, no Melbourne group applies, for exemption to 
hold inverted commas, lesbians born, female only event. Now, if that were to hold that on private 
property, yeah, that's suppose. Now that's one thing. But they want to hold this at the pride center. Now 
way, back in July 2017, there was a consultation for the pride Center was built and these people of these 
views I'm trying. 
 



Keep this is balanced and diplomatic as I can write. In comments about wondering whether the pride 
Center, this is a quote content. No. Transphobia would be safe for quote women, born women. And I still 
remember six and a bit years on the looks of fear on the face of trans people, but also parents of younger 
trans people that this would happen. So these two angles to this, there is the 
 
Newly formed so-called lesbian action group Melbourne and I say so-called that's the name in here, I'll 
apologize if that's not appropriate to say so called, and they wanted to born, they want to organize a 
lesbians born, female only event to celebrate International lesbian day in October that days on the 8th of 
October. They want to do it a week later, and they want to exclude heterosexual bisexual and gay males. 
 
Ha sexual and bisexual females, transgender people in queer plus people, okay. So what happens, you 
know, if you are, I don't use my language here, someone assigned, female, and you as so many people 
did started out thinking all you could be was hetrosexual. You got into a relationship, the mail, maybe you 
were intimate with that male. Can you come, you know, is that going to be policed? Does that make you 
bisexual? What happens if you now assist about a cisgender woman in a relationship, 
 
It with another system to woman but you've been with a man, whatever, how's it going to police that quite 
bizarre and so the Australian Human Rights Commission can grant temporary exemptions from anti-
discrimination law for up to five years and this group had a exemption under Victorian law for Less Fest in 
2004 that was subsequently revoked. And the organization has said it was set up to promote an 
 
Events for lesbian born, females, without the fear of being hauled before the Victorian civil, and 
administrative tribunal, as we've had in the past and I've told her exclusive lesbian, born events are illegal 
and having to cancel them or you have them on private property. You know you can do that. Yeah. No 
one's stopping you doing that. And they've had, they were able to organize private meetings over the last 
20 years. 
 
Ears says their application. They also then go onto the ledge and I'm, this is an inverted commas in the 
article. Lesbians you public did speak out about lesbian rights are sacked from their jobs, ridiculed and 
threatened with all kinds of abuse. Hmm. So trans. People are called all sorts of horrible things, by these 
people that we told we don't effectively told, we don't know our own lives and we're still men. If you are a 
trans woman, like myself, did it done now you 
 
And if you are interested and today being the 27th of August, you can by Tuesday the 29th of August so 
two days from time of broadcast. So sorry if you're listening later on podcast or on demand or the repeat. 
But maybe if you're listening at 5:00 on Wednesday, on the repeat doesn't they'll accept a slightly late 
one, but you can make a submission from the public for this and I have done. So 
 
So and if you look at the, the table of the The actual submission from this lesbian action group, it I feel 
there's a bit of a problem there that they say that they want events that will quote and I'm just going to 
bring this up but they say will benefit the lesbian Community as a whole. Well, this type of lesbians, okay, 
maybe they have a right to have their Viewpoint, you can debate that one back and forth but don't say 
that they speak for the 
 
In communities hall because in my 28 years of being out, I found the vast majority of lesbians and I'd be 
willing to put it as high as 80 or 90%, who I've met a highly supportive of diversity, including trans women, 
and for myself as a by person biped, when I frankly, I don't know if you'll be offended on, but I feel 
concerned and defended on both counts that they can this group claims to speak for other people and 
excludes other people, the way. 
 
Way they do. And it's interesting that this sort of grip always wants to be, it's called separatists, but then 
when they want to come and use the pride Center, this suddenly want to be part of the community. I 
question. So there's a question to ask and I think given the the attacks on the queer community, of 
course, the majority seem to be on trans people at the moment, but some extent by is under attack. If you 
look at what some of these people are doing, I find this quite 
 



Disconcerting. And there's an issue of safety. Of course. There is where someone's been violated, it's 
understandable, they can be fearful, the emotion can clog, clog you up but the solution is not for one 
group to take out their fears on another minority group. The answer is that everyone needs to stand up 
against the real source of the problem which is badly behaved cisgender, men, and toxic met, the 
behavior that is toxic masculinity, rather. 
 
Than this approach that sort of victim blames trans people and twist things around. So, the you can write 
to an email, some medium fashion Tech as opposed to old or new legal at humanrights.gov. Do a you. If 
you've got some thoughts about this love you know, if you've got some thoughts for me right now, pop 
them in viral the means of communication otherwise. Yeah, if you 
 
Write a submission, send it in to that email address. It says by Tuesday 29, August. I presume. That's 
close of business 5:00 but it may be midnight. And if the if the if they're nice, you can you pop it in at six 
by six o'clock on Wednesday morning, if you listen to the repeat of this program, then that's 
awesomeness. All right, let's have a listen now to attract that I've dug out from way back when 
somewhere. 
 
And juggling things around. This one is a remix of Deborah Conway. The subtract that Deborah Conway 
sang with in the 80s with Wicked, beat sound system and Man Overboard. I'm sure there's something 
fraud, you know, how I placed that in the running order today. 
 
Yeah, don't throw me overboard. Some is lots of nice men out there 3. CR 855 am 3 CR Digital 3, CR dot 
org, dot U 3 CR on demand out of the pan with Sally. 
 
 
Attended someone's gone overboard? No, the CD players gone overboard. The buttons are gone 
overboard. Who knows? 
 
 It's 3. CR 855 am 3 CR Digital 3, CR dot org, dot Tau 3 CR on demand out of the pan with Sally. If 
anything has been setting on the show, you can always call Q Life which includes switchboard in Victoria 
and Tasmania 1-800 184. 
 
Five to seven or rainbow door one, eight hundred seven to nine three six seven are the numbers also for 
SMS and Family Violence, if you need those as well around. So yeah, 
 
Couple of themes. Running today, as I said, I'm in the last segment, we're talking about the situation of of 
some sort of so-called lesbian own events. But the other thing I wanted to mention was and this one goes 
back a couple of years. Now, we're by the consultation for the pride Center had, in my opinion was not, 
well run at all, and 
 
There were letters written in and I just don't believe that the private my opinion is that the pride Center 
cannot hold this event. Now where does that end? Yeah, let's look at this carefully. As calm as we can 
given the is emotion involved. Do you say? Oh, well, some people of Islamic backgrounds are terrorists. 
So we can't have an Islamic queer group at the pride Center, 
 
We wouldn't allow that sort of thinking, God forbid, even for big whatever. So how do we have this? Do 
we set all the people can hold their event. So long as they don't distress anyone else? Well, no one 
should be distressing anyone and no one should even be think that they are. So I think this is going to be 
a bit of a crunch time for the pride Center if you know this event, you know? If the so let's go through this 
there's an application for exemption if the exemption, you know, 
 
Happens. Or if it, you know, if it does, if it doesn't, if the exemption is not granted and the group lesbian 
action, group cannot hold an event for what they call. Lesbian born females then they probably won't have 
it at the pride Center would be my guess, but yeah, the question therefore eyes. As if they get the 
exemption and it goes ahead can the pride Center in good conscience. Host this. I'd like to hear what 
people 



 
Think on that one as well. Given that the pride Center has never apologized for the unsafe consultation 
six years ago where there was transphobia non-binary for Asia, ableism, racism neurotypical ality and 
now I have to say I've heard over time varying reports of how the pride Center does on diversity. Some 
say it's doing all right, some say it's not and you know I can't 
 
Speak. Of course for people will wear, it's not my background, but Pride Center is really going to its 
granted. It's a difficult one to be fair, but they're going to have to work through this. But personally I just 
struggle with the idea that this sort of event can happen. But yeah, coming back to the other theme of 
today, authentic self. It's, it is ideal. When you can be all of your authentic self, but there's lots of things 
that can stop you from being that sometimes, if you're a more 
 
Creative person in. What I'll call an industrialized predominantly capitalist Society. Do you fit in? You 
know, sort of so many creative people, musicians, sculptors whatever, find it hard to get in and it's not 
right. That you have to then do something that you're not as good at and be perhaps less healthy and less 
authentic by having to do the proverbial day job. Just because an economic system says, so an economic 
system is a constant 
 
On Strat, you'll love and there's lots of debate about those isn't there? You know, why don't we have a 
better distribution of resources? So people can be more themselves and just shoving people into 925 
office or factory or whatever jobs farm jobs that are not going to suit. People is not really a good thing and 
I think that industrialization and Technical technological ization. I said that after only one coffee I'm 
impressed. 
 
Stand. I don't impress easy Monsoon. There is another wrestling reference for the day with 13 minutes to 
go. I spaced them out. One at about 13 minutes in and one about 13 minutes to go. Yeah. Interesting 
thoughts. So yeah, it's difficult to be your authentic self when you can be it it's a magical feeling brings 
you together like no weight and all the way before I still remember, it's nearly ten years ago, 2014, the first 
Pride should but 
 
Service in Melbourne, where I read a little bit of the service as my authentic self and all my culture and 
cultural background. Some extent, my faith background all clicked in together, like it hadn't really done 
before. So it's really important where you can be yourself and bring it all out there and better still give put 
it out there. So in a way that's appreciated by part of society, and as I said last night at this wrestling 
event, there were just so many queer. 
 
Fans queer Flags, there. It was absolutely, you know, of a sort of, just such a big thing, coming back to 
our topic today and Kayleen has messaged in, what about lesbians have assaulted by women or 
lesbians, this is a great Point Kayleen that, you know, you want to save space. But you know how these 
people how the organizers of this event going to be of to 
 
You know, sort of people, one person turns up, who is a perpetrator and one person said been on the 
receiving end and it can't, it can't often is in queer relationships that it's not as all nothing that is. It is 
where a heterosexual cisgender male violates a heterosexual, cisgender female. So this is a great Point 
Kayleen. How will it be safe? Then, you know, the organizers thought of that of this event that they want 
for their particular? 
 
Ocular sense of self. Great question. And, you know, it just goes to show that this sort of biological so-
called biological essentialism approach, which, of course, is not biological because that then denies that 
the possibility that trans is biological. And of course, it doesn't matter. Whether it's biological whether it's 
so-called nature or nurture, the main thing is to treat people with respect individually and in how you act 
interact with each other. So, 
 
The application has a lot of false equivalence has is Kayleen’s just messaged in. Yeah, I'd agree with that 
to Kayleen. There's a lot of it. If you start reading it carefully, it just doesn't make sense and it should be 
noted as going back to the star Observer article that an application for a similar sort of event in November 



last year in Tasmania. Hello to, if you're listening in Tasmania with the Tasmanian that civil and 
administrative tribunal, tatters cat, that sounds like a superhero or something. 
 
Said there was no justification to Grant an application that, you know, would do a similar sort of approach 
and sort of the Taz cat said, at the time, the applicants may not wish to comply with the act and find some 
aspects of its application, to hold trans women to applet, trans women books, and in particular in the 
context of them and they would like to hold, that is not a sufficient. 
 
In justification for granting the exemption, and the task at finding at the time, on that application said that 
the ideas of excluding trans people were unsupported by Empirical research or compelling evidence. 
Well, gee, I think about a hundred percent of trans people in the world and our allies could have told you 
that it's very true, though, the wider public interest would not be Advanced by yielding to such arguments 
when consider the public, 
 
The current application. I agree with that too. And I hope that the national tribunal perhaps takes that into 
account would be my hope. Let's have a couple of quick messages then come back, wrap up the show. 
Also tell you what's on freedom of species which comes up in around eight minutes time you're out of the 
pan 3 CR 855 am 3 CR Digital 3, CR dot org dot EU 3 CR and demand out of the pan with salad 
 
You're listening to 3 CR Community radio 855 am visit the 3 CR website at 3 CR. Dot-org today you 
forward slash podcast to the most recent recording from each show or 3 CR dot org dot, are you forward 
slash streaming to listen life 
 
Gas is a toxic fossil fuel, yet gas exploration by Sonic explosion is planned for the Otway Basin seismic 
blasting kills, Plankton and defens. Whales disrupting, their migration. This blasting is opposed by Coastal 
communities from July long to Apollo Bay and warrnambool who strive to protect the ocean. Ecosystems 
bring whale song into Nam City Friday. The 15th of September at Queensbridge near Flinders Street, at 
4:30 p.m. and on to the State Library. 
 
Three, four, five, thirty P m-- rally for whale song. Not gas is hosted by Extinction Rebellion. A 3 CR 
support. 
 
They did his 3 CR 855 am 3 CR Digital 3, CR dot org, dot Tau 3 CR on demand out of the pan with Sally 
and yes coming up next at 1:00 Australian Eastern Standard Time if you're listening live if not listen also 
on podcast and repeat is freedom of species and today the Fab crew from freedom of species will be 
looking to very intrigued, intrigued Ewing topic. There's a, there's your word. 
 
For the day Intrigue, Ewing can we use Tech to understand what animals want? So this is about 
interpreting your box and meows invested I by the way, was International Dog Day. Hello to all the dogs 
listening in. If you can text in, I'd love to know if you're listening. Boom, boom. And if you are a human 
who wants your dog to say hello, you can perhaps text in on on the animals behalf, if you feel that way 
inclined seriously'. 
 
Great show. Freedom of species with the full crew, three of the crew in today, Trev, Caroline, and Mick, 
and mega. So that will be very, very awesome. Indeed. I'm not in next week because next week I'm 
heading up to visit family of origin for a very important thing, because it is five years this week since we 
lost one of our family of origin. So I'm going to be up and up and away for a couple of days up, up and 
away something like that. So I won't be in next week and I'll have a repeat on and surprise surprise, it's 
my interview with Ken Dunlop wrestling here. Wrestling, who'd have thought it take it out today. 
Therefore, hello mum. If you're up there, listening in with the Eagles, with Joe Walsh, on lead vocals, 
pretty maids all in a row. Thanks for tuning in to out of the pan. I'm Sally Goldner. Catch you in at least 
two weeks. 


